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Criteria and excluding application 
 
1 General criteria 
 
Application might possible qualify for a contribution from Dare To Take Care if they are within the 
framework of the following criteria: 

1. The initiative is performed based on a clear and solid plan (specific, measurable, acceptable, 
realistic and bound to time) where it is likely that the objectives (self) formulated beforehand 
within the initiative are realised.  

2. The budget and the coverage of the initiative are clear and realistic with a real cost-benefit 
ratio.  

3. The initiative has a transparent structure with clear separated functions. 
4. The proposed activities create a structural development and lasting impact. 
5. The initiative aligns with a demonstrated need and is well embedded.  
6. The initiative has an enterprising approach. This is translated for example in an own 

contribution of the promotors.  
 

2 General exclusions 
 
Dare To Take Care does NOT provide a financial contribution to: 

1. Initiatives with only a commercial objective. 
2. Initiatives with a primary political or religious objective and/or background. 
3. Initiatives of governments of government institutions. 
4. Initiatives of organisations with a disproportionately large equity 

 
Although within the criteria but still rejected? 
Dare To Take Care receives many applications that is can honour. So, choices must be made. 
Therefore, it can occur that an initiative does comply with the criteria but still must be rejected. The 
motives that might play a role are: 

 Other initiatives within the same themes are preferred. 
 The budget for a certain discipline is already spent. 
 Dare To Take Care has already financed one or more similar initiatives and first wants to 

evaluated these before a new one is financed.  
 Dare To Take Care has already financed a large number of initiatives in the relevant region 

and therefore chooses another initiative for reason of distribution. 
Also, read the general terms and conditions for the finance application. 
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